
“Waste yute,” “Yuh dun know”, “link up”, “mandem”- these phrases

and many others have become popularized phrases amongst many

young non-Caribbean people throughout Toronto and the Greater

Toronto Area (GTA). While many non-Caribbean people mistakenly

recognize these phrases as nothing more than “Toronto Slang,”

these phrases derive from a language/dialect European linguists call

“Jamaican Creole,” but more commonly referred to by Jamaican and

other Caribbean people as Patois/Patwah. Although British

Standard English is the official language in Jamaica, Patwah is the

common language spoken amongst the people whose linguistic

components are the amalgamation of predominantly West African

Pidgin English (mainly Twi and Fante words) and British English,

with some words from Arawak, Hindi, and Portuguese languages. It

is a language that was ingeniously created by enslaved West and

Central African people in Jamaica during the 17th century to

communicate with one another due to their native maternal

languages being prohibited.

Despite aspects of Patwah now receiving recognition on a national

level[1] such as the “Toronto slang tests” that Toronto Raptor players

underwent[2] and even global level through Drake’s music- a world-

renowned musician from Canada mixed of Afro-American and

European-Jewish heritage- for decades it was, and in some cases

continues to be, a language that is pathologized by Euro-Canadians,

specifically in education systems that has resulted in numerous

African-Jamaican children being placed, ironically, in English as

Second Language (ESL) classrooms. This article serves to highlight

the social and cultural influence that Patwah and inherently

Caribbean culture has had on Toronto/most of Southern Ontario and

arguably much of Canada. 
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Presently, Mr. Grant’s daughter, Shavoni Grant,

says it is not uncommon to hear White girls at her

suburban high school in Thornhill, Ontario, make

cringe-worthy attempts to utter Patwah phrases.

Shavoni credits many young non-Caribbean

peoples’ new infatuation with Patwah to Drake,

whose music is debated on whether it represents

cultural appropriation or appreciation of

Caribbean culture.[4] The late Euro-Canadian

politician, Rob Ford also displayed his cultural

appropriation or “appreciation”for Patwah as

witnessed in a video depicting Mr. Ford in an

intoxicated state communicating Patwah phrases,

many of which were pejorative according to fellow

Jamaican peoples[5]. 

 A language that was once widely mocked and

associated with inferiority of African people, has

now become a staple of Toronto and arguably

Canadian “pop-culture”. This relatively new

adoration for Patwah, in light of the unrelenting

nature of racism against African people in Canada,

certainly illustrates the paradoxical phenomenon

of loving the culture but not the people.

From Pathologized to Monetized

Notwithstanding Afro-Jamaican people

infrequently migrating to Canada beginning in

the 18th century with the Jamaican Maroons- a

group of refugee enslaved Africans from

Jamaica- the majority of African-Jamaicans

migrated to Canada, mainly into Montreal and

Toronto throughout the 1960’s. Upon landing

into Canada, Afro-Jamaican people, like many

other Afro-Caribbean peoples, were

immediately subject to racial and cultural

oppression, a reality that has been voiced by

fellow renowned Jamaican-born people in

Canada including Dwight Drummond, Jully

Black, and Donovan Bailey. Symptoms of this

oppression included the ridiculing and

degradation of their language i.e. Patwah,

including their accent, often by other White

European-Canadians. Courtney Grant, the

owner of the New Caribbean Queen Jerk Drum

recalled his experiences in having his accent

mimicked by White clients from whom he

worked previously as a furniture delivery man

or the many White people who presumed he

smoked Ganja (marijuana) because of his

Caribbean ethnicity[3].
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